A decade ago, perceiving emotion was generally equated with taking a sample (a still photograph or a few seconds of speech) that unquestionably signified an archetypal emotional state, and attaching the appropriate label. Computational research has shifted that paradigm in multiple ways. Concern with realism is key. Emotion generally colours ongoing action and interaction: describing that colouring is a different problem from categorizing brief episodes of relatively pure emotion. Multiple challenges flow from that. Describing emotional colouring is a challenge in itself. One approach is to use everyday categories describing states that are partly emotional and partly cognitive. Another approach is to use dimensions. Both approaches need ways to deal with gradual changes over time and mixed emotions. Attaching target descriptions to a sample poses problems of both procedure and validation. Cues are likely to be distributed both in time and across modalities, and key decisions may depend heavily on context. The usefulness of acted data is limited because it tends not to reproduce these features. By engaging with these challenging issues, research is not only achieving impressive results, but also offering a much deeper understanding of the problem.
INTRODUCTION
A great deal is known about the perception of emotion, but this is not generally presented as a distinct research topic. The relevant material is distributed across various disciplines, and the stated topic of the research is often the expression of emotion rather than the perception of emotion. The research has also been directed towards many different practical goals, and it is not necessarily easy for people concerned with one goal to see the relevance of research concerned with another goal.
Recent developments help to bring the topic into sharper focus, and the aim of this paper is to digest their implications. Part of the task is to look back and reconsider practices and assumptions that were implicit in earlier approaches.
A useful starting point is to distinguish three styles of work. The oldest focused on intuitive descriptions that might allow people to recognize emotions better. The second aimed to meet more recognizably scientific standards in terms of signal processing and experimental techniques. The third aims to provide underpinnings for emotion-related technologies. For brevity, the three styles will be called impressionistic, experimental and technological.
The paper is particularly aimed at highlighting the way technological research is changing the field. Most fundamentally, by engaging with people's ordinary ability to register other people's emotions, it reveals how extraordinary that ability is.
Reviewing the field in that way allows a wide range of research efforts to be given a place. There are traditions that stay outside it, though. Broadly speaking, the research that it includes is in the tradition of cognitive psychology, which regards perception (of emotion among other things) as something that can be measured; analysed in ways that have some generality; and modelled by artificial systems that attempt to match human competence. Other traditions regard it as something that is irreducibly subjective, able to be spoken about but not measured, and so intimately tied to particular situations that no generalization is possible. So, for instance, Sengers et al. argue for 'an enigmatics of affect, a critical technical practice that respects the rich and undefinable complexities of human affective experience ' (2002, p. 87) . It is interesting to ask how links could be made with traditions like that, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
RESEARCH IN THE IMPRESSIONISTIC STYLE
Darwin's contemporaries launched a style of research that is still active. It focuses on signs of emotion that people can detect once they are alerted to them, but may not notice spontaneously. The descriptions of signs tend to be impressionistic in the sense of the term that is used in phonetics: they draw attention to patterns that human perceivers can recognize and identify consciously, given appropriate guidance.
Research in that impressionistic style often does not mention perception, but in effect, it is bidirectional. It describes signs that people tend to give in various emotional and emotion-related states, usually with the implication that they have the potential to be used in perceiving emotion. Its natural application is training people to perceive emotion more accurately-something that there are many reasons to want.
Research in that mould raises general issues that clearly should be part of a mature science dealing with the perception of emotion. It implies that the perception of emotion is an area where significant perceptual learning can take place. It also implies that a particular form of perceptual learning occurs, where recognition is improved by conscious identification of relevant signs. There is some evidence that these ideas are at least sometimes true (e.g. Ekman & O'Sullivan 1991; Lacava et al. 2007 ).
On a more detailed level, the research provides a rich resource of descriptive material, from classics like Birdwhistell's (1970) 'kinesics' to contemporary developments (e.g. Poggi 2006) .
The impressionistic tradition contains acute observations that should not be dismissed simply because they are informal. On the other hand, its assumptions should not be accepted uncritically. Refining people's ability to perceive emotion is not the only motive for studying the subject; and there are delicate questions about the relationship between patterns that we can recognize in their own right and the everyday business of perception.
RESEARCH IN THE EXPERIMENTAL STYLE
More formal techniques entered the field gradually. They affected various issues: formalizing descriptions of stimuli and perceptual responses to them; control of presentation; studying observer characteristics; and so on. The combination produced research with a recognizably different emphasis.
Some of the earliest experimental work emerged from a controversy over the relationship between cognition and emotion (Lazarus 1999) . It indicated that perceptual processes can derive emotion-related information without creating a conscious impression of the stimulus. That seemed paradoxical initially, but it is now clear that perceptual processes do not necessarily involve conscious awareness (Milner & Goodale 1995) . In that context, similar effects in emotion perception are unsurprising. So-called mirroring of laughs, yawns, smiles and so on occurs without deliberate intent (Hatfield et al. 1994) , and facial musculature responds to stimuli that are not consciously perceived (Dimberg et al. 2000) . That material reinforces doubts about the connection that the impressionistic style envisages between the ordinary business of perceiving emotion and conscious identification of potential cues.
Formal analyses of emotion-related stimuli were basic to the development. In the case of faces, the Facial Action Coding System, known as FACS (Ekman & Friesen 1976b) , became established early on as a 'gold standard'. Similar efforts in other modalities achieved less consensus. In the case of speech, variables such as intensity and pitch contour were used early on (Lieberman & Michaels 1962) , but there was long-standing debate over schemes concerned with their linguistic function (Mozziconacci 1998 ). Voice quality was problematic: neither impressionistic schemes (Laver 1980) nor spectrum-based measures (Hammarberg et al. 1980) proved fully satisfactory. Schemes for annotating movement were developed (e.g. Grammer et al. 1998) , but not really standardized.
These analyses provided practical tools, but they also have bearing on questions about perceptually significant units. These were not generally explored in the way that related questions were elsewhere; for example, whether geons functioned as perceptual units (Biederman 1987) . A related question, whether Gestalt effects dominate the interpretation of individual features, was raised by Ekman (1982) , but research is quite limited. In the speech domain, questions about the perceptual reality of descriptive schemes for voice quality (Bhuta et al. 2004 ) and intonation (Promon et al. 2009 ) have been actively pursued, but they have proved difficult to resolve.
A key way to test the perceptual relevance of analyses was by using them to synthesize stimuli capable of evoking a specified perceptual response. Ekman & Friesen's (1976a) Pictures of facial affect is effectively an early example, since the actors made them by generating expressions defined by FACS. The system gained credibility from its adoption into graphics technology in the early 1990s (Terzopoulos & Waters 1993) , and a modified version (using Facial Action Parameters, or FAPs) was incorporated into the MPEG 4 standard (Pandzic & Forscheimer 2002) . The early 1990s also saw speech synthesizers designed to convey well-defined emotion categories (Cahn 1990; Murray & Arnott 1995) .
These syntheses confirm that the underlying analyses have some relevance to perception. However, they also expose a problem. The stimuli that they produce do allow observers to distinguish the relevant categories; but on the other hand, they are clearly not perceptually natural. The issue is taken up later.
Experimental research relied on these technical developments, but as Russell et al. (2003) observed, its characteristic direction came from the hypothesis that emotion can be partitioned into discrete types, and that the partition is governed by evolution rather than culture.
Standard instances of proposed categories were central to the exploration. The archetypal example is the Ekman & Friesen (1976a) collection of posed photographs. These were known to be discriminable, and hence they provided a basis for studying mechanisms of discrimination. Research on emotion in speech followed a partly similar pattern. Oster & Risberg (1986) recorded actors simulating six states: angry, astonished, sad, afraid, happy and positive. Later studies analysed these to identify the features that distinguished the recordings (Carlson et al. 1992) . Similar databases followed in other languages (Burkhardt & Sendlmeier 2000) . The outstanding work in this mould (Banse & Scherer 1996) used recordings of actors simulating 16 types of emotional state, preselected to ensure that they were discriminable by human beings. Instrumental analysis then identified speech variables associated with the discriminations.
Alongside the work with static images of faces, there was a considerable body of experimental research on the role of movement. Bassili (1978 Bassili ( , 1979 demonstrated that category judgements could be made on the basis of facial movements rather than static configurations. Ekman & Friesen (1982) added the influential idea that timing distinguished different types of smile. But although there was experimental support (Frank et al. 1993) , the overall pattern of findings tended to be equivocal (Ambadar et al. 2005) . It was demonstrated that various kinds of body movement-including dance (Dittrich et al. 1996) , knocking movement (Pollick et al. 2001 ) and gait (Crane & Gross 2007 )-can be used to classify an agent's emotional state.
The core stimuli provided a basis for constructing more complex material. The effect of context was extensively studied. Early studies used pictures of real-life situations (Munn 1940) or film sequences (Goldberg 1951) , and reported strong context effects. However, the paradigm that came to be most widely used combined posed facial expressions showing extreme emotion with verbal descriptions of context; and the task was essentially to judge whether the expression was to be believed. In that paradigm, facial cues typically predominated (Fernández-Dols et al. 1991) .
A few teams also considered the effect of combining information from different modalities, primarily by pairing a voice with a photograph of a face (de Gelder & Vroomen 2000) . An influential explanation of the results (Massaro 2004) proposed that combination follows fuzzy logical rules, which are both rational and widely used in perception.
Controlled pictures such as Ekman and Friesen's lend themselves to morphing, and this was exploited to study category boundaries. Two notable types of findings emerged. There is evidence of categorical perception, meaning that the perceptual effect of objectively equal differences between stimuli are perceptually small if the stimuli lie well within a category and large if they are close to a category boundary ( Young et al. 1997) . There is also evidence that boundaries are labile; Niedenthal et al. (2000) showed that they shift with mood.
A more recent manipulation is the 'bubble technique', using stimuli where some patches of an original stimulus are retained and others are filtered out. It has been used, for instance, to provide strong evidence for the hypothesis, intuitive but not easy to confirm, that 'the eyes and the mouth of faces are most useful to viewers in discriminating the emotion' (Adolphs 2006, p. 224) .
The bubble technique is linked to recurring efforts to establish the irreducible minimum of information needed to achieve classification. The work on movement typically tried to show that it makes a distinct contribution by presenting stimuli, such as point light displays, where static frames contain virtually no information. In the context of speech, synthesis techniques allowed research to manipulate a single variable at a time-pitch level, pitch rate, pitch contour and speech rate have all been shown to influence classification (Mozziconacci 1998 ). It has also been shown that very short extracts from human speech-as little as a single vowel-are sufficient to allow some discriminations (Laukkanen et al. 1996) .
What has been outlined above is a body of literature broadly comparable to research in other areas of perception. It has been interwoven with research on two other key themes.
The first key theme is the differences between cultures and individuals. Not many now dispute that there are universals underpinning the perception of emotion (Schmidt & Cohn 2001) . However, the process is clearly subject to very substantial variation. Among the factors that affect recognition are mood, culture, gender, emotional intelligence and various disorders including schizophrenia and autism (e.g. Chakrabarti & Baron-Cohen 2006) .
The second key theme is identifying the brain structures involved in perceiving emotion. The techniques used to trigger brain activity in healthy participants, and to probe deficits in patients, are generally based on the work outlined above.
The literatures in both areas are large, but they do not generally have much effect on the kind of argument that is being developed here. The converse is not true. If there are problems with the standard types of experimental stimulus, or the analyses applied to them, then they affect all of the literatures that make use of them.
In that context, it is a substantial concern that experimental research was so focused on the task of deciding which of a few strong emotions a brief, archetypal stimulus was conveying (or simulating). It is not obvious how effectively that kind of experimental task captures the everyday business of perceiving emotion. Research in the technological style has brought that concern to the fore. Picard's (1997) book Affective computing signalled the arrival of research on automatic techniques for detecting emotion-related states in human beings and responding to them appropriately. It has been influenced by experimental work on the perception of emotion. But over time, technological research has increasingly been drawn to contrasting conceptions of the problem, and different kinds of solution.
RESEARCH IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL STYLE
This section aims to convey the kind of understanding that is emerging from technological research. It only considers research that uses the same modalities as humans. There is interesting research using body-worn sensors (Kim & Andre 2008) , but it has much less bearing on the perception of emotion by humans, and it is not considered here.
(a) Engagement with naturalistic material Around 2000, several groups became interested in samples of emotion that were (broadly speaking) naturalistic. Computational research has a very particular reason to deal with naturalistic material, since its applications are bound to be in the real world rather than laboratory settings. Some psychologists moved in similar directions, to some extent because technological developments made it feasible to work with naturalistic material.
The concept of naturalistic material is not straightforward. For example, it is often opposed to 'acted material'. This can lead people to dismiss material that is taken from real conversations on the grounds
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A useful way of putting it is as follows: a material is naturalistic if it is of a kind that might have to be dealt with in an application. The contrast is with idealized material, which is generated to match someone's conception of what an emotion should be like.
In various ways, research using naturalistic material found itself facing issues that work with idealized displays did not equip it to handle. Later sections consider the details of solutions: this section concentrates on the indications that there were problems.
(i) Speech In the context of speech, attempts to develop naturalistic databases provided early indications that there were problems. A seminal conference showed that several groups had encountered similar issues. They had turned to existing recordings to look for clear examples of standard emotion categories conveyed by voice, and found them much rarer than they expected. Roach's group expected to find vocal expressions of emotion in clinical interviews, and found so little that they turned to other sources (Douglas- Cowie et al. 2003) . A team in Belfast (Douglas- Cowie et al. 2000) turned to TV chat shows, and while there was intense emotion, very little of it corresponded to a single category. Although they selected samples to be as pure as possible, all but a very few were given mixed labels by most raters. Campbell (2004) recorded phone conversations over a long period, and concluded that the recordings did not contain very much emotion as such. Later work identified some contexts where emotion did occur, notably recordings from call centres, but even there, the frequency of clearly emotional material was very low. For instance, Ang et al. (2002) used material totalling 14 h 36 min. The commonest strong emotion was frustration, of which they obtained 42 unequivocal instances.
When technological research did use natural sources, results underscored the difference between it and the acted material. Figure 1 conveys the point using a simplified classification into three levels of material. Fully stylized speech is produced by competent actors, often in a carefully structured format. The second level, mediated speech, includes emotion simulated by people without particular acting skill or direction, and samples selected from a naturalistic database as clear examples of the category being considered. The third level includes speech that arises spontaneously from the speaker's emotional state and which includes naturally occurring shades, not only well-defined examples. As the figure shows, high recognition rates were restricted to material that was acted and/or carefully chosen. They also depended on reducing the task to a choice between a small number of alternatives. Dealing with naturalistic material, which might convey any emotion whatsoever, posed unsolved problems. Batliner et al. (2003) added an important rider. One might assume that the simulations would present the same kinds of relationship as real emotionally coloured interactions, but in a cleaner form. The reality appears to be that there are significant ways in which they are simply different. When systems were trained on data generated by actors, they performed poorly in the application scenario. The same was true to a lesser extent when the training data came from simulated interactions.
Psychologists made a similar point around the same time. Bachorowski (1999) analysed speech produced by inducing emotion in realistic situations. Rather than sharp categorical distinctions, she argued that the speech tended to signal affective dimensionsactivation level strongly, valence rather weakly. Hence different lines of research converged on the conclusion that extracting emotion-related information from speech in everyday contexts is not the same as categorizing idealized samples.
(ii) Naturalism as a criterion in speech synthesis The issue of naturalism took a different form in the context of speech synthesis, reviewed by Schroeder (2001) . Early research used formant synthesis techniques, where rules (derived from experimental research) generate speech 'from scratch'. Listeners could classify outputs produced by that approach in a forced choice task, but they sounded too unnatural to convey emotion in a meaningful sense. The practical consequence was that the field moved towards unit selection techniques, which splice together samples taken from a human speaker. The implication is that creating a convincing impression of emotion depends on details of the speech waveform that the research underlying formant synthesis had discounted.
(iii) Vision In one sense, research on facial expression addressed issues of natural and posed expression long before research on speech, because of long-standing interest in sincerity and deception. However, the spirit of the research generally reflected the impressionistic tradition. It focused on cues that a skilled observer could use to distinguish posed from spontaneous smiles. The eye wrinkling associated with the famous Duchenne smile is among the most widely cited, but actually occurs frequently in posed smiles (Schmidt & Cohn 2001) . There is better evidence for others, such as asymmetry (Frank et al. 1993 ) and amount of muscle movement (Hess et al. 1995) . But although the cues exist, people tend not to use them: even children can produce posed smiles that untrained observers fail to discriminate from spontaneous smiles (Castanho & Otta 1999) . More closely related to the work on speech is the kind of research described by Carroll & Russell (1997) , where the issue was not deception, but context. They studied Hollywood movies that were regarded as well-acted and extracted episodes where there was strong agreement on a character's emotion. For happy episodes, the corresponding facial expression usually involved the pattern of action units specified by Ekman and Friesen's account. However, for other emotions, the expected pattern of action units occurred in only 10 per cent of the cases.
The implication is that when emotions other than happiness occur in a complex, ongoing situation, recognizing them is not a matter of detecting highly specific patterns of activity. This is a case where crude acted/naturalistic distinctions are particularly unhelpful. There is a need to confirm that the finding is not simply because of poor acting, but the point of the exercise is that it signals the need to consider whether emotion is expressed in the course of action and interaction, or as an end in itself. The perceptual problems that they pose may be very different.
(iv) Multi-modality Most of the work described above is unimodal. However, it includes some multi-modal sources, notably the Belfast Naturalistic Database. Comparing the ratings of the different modalities suggests that there are complex intermodal effects to be understood.
Each panel in figure 2 (from Douglas- Cowie et al. 2005) shows ratings of 20 clips on one of the standard emotion dimensions, juxtaposing ratings of the full audiovisual presentation with ratings of a single modality. The top left-hand panel shows that removing audio modality produced erratic ratings of activation in clips where activation was judged to be moderate when full information was available; the bottom right shows that filtering the audio signal to remove linguistic information (leaving prosody relatively intact) led to substantial underestimates of valence in clips where valence was judged to be high when full information was available. These are prima facie evidence of rather complex interactions in which different modalities tend to make different contributions.
The point made in this section is a very general one: perceiving emotion in naturalistic contexts seems to be a substantially different task from perceiving it in setpiece or posed material. That provides a motivation to explore several more specific avenues.
(b) What is the output of emotion perception? Research in the experimental style makes it natural to assume that the outcome of emotion perception is straightforward: it involves assigning a category label roughly corresponding to an everyday emotion term, such as 'angry' or 'happy'. There are multiple reasons to question that.
As a starting point, technological research takes its impetus from the belief that emotion colours very large parts of human life, and is practically important for that reason. However, as database research recognized early on, material that is well described by prototypical labels such as anger and happiness is rather rare. If there is a widespread phenomenon to study, it does not consist of assigning labels like that.
Language compounds the problem. Many psychologists reserve the term 'emotion' for phenomena that are at least close to prototypical emotions (e.g. Scherer 2005) . Adopting that convention would leave people without a convenient way to refer to the phenomena that simple category labels fail to capture. A convention designed to avoid that difficulty (Cowie 2009 ) uses the term 'emotional life' to cover all those parts of human life that distinguish it from the life of a being who, like Star Trek's Mr Data, is always unemotional; and 'pervasive emotion' (following Stocker & Hegman 1992) is used to describe what is present when a person is not truly unemotional. It is pervasive emotion, rather than prototypical emotional episodes, that technology has obvious reasons to address. The corresponding perceptual task is not labelling prototypical emotion episodes, but registering the emotional colouring that pervades emotional life. Addressing that task poses conceptual challenges, the most basic of which is to develop workable ideas about the kinds of representation that a perceptual system concerned with emotional life might use to specify what it sees and hears.
An intuitive option is to use a description that is based on categories, but that extends well beyond prototypical emotions. Several attempts have been made to develop appropriate lists on pragmatic grounds, by cumulating categories that research has consistently found useful. Examples are the 'Basic English Emotion Vocabulary' (Cowie et al. 1999) There is a more generic typology to be considered beyond the distinctions discussed so far. It involves distinguishing classes of phenomena like short-lived, intense emotions; moods; long-lasting 'established' emotions (such as grief or shame); stances; attitudes, and so on. These are practically important, and a competent perceiver should be able to judge whether someone is angry because of a specific event or a long-standing grievance, or is simply in a bad mood. They are also interesting because they relate to frequency of occurrence, and therefore to arguments about what is worth perceiving: moods and stances make up a very large part of emotional life and unbridled emotions rather little (Wilhelm & Schoebi 2007; Cowie 2009) .
It is clear that emotion perception is not simply deciding which category to apply. For instance, particularly with subtle or complex emotions, it may take time and effort to find a category that even approximately captures the state a person appears to be in. That implies an underlying representation to which categories are fitted. At least four possible ways of capturing that underlying representation are of interest.
The least radical option extends categorical description by using 'soft vectors' (Laukka 2004 Batliner et al. 2006) . The approach is limited by the lack of consensus on a set of categories that could combine to capture the range of percepts that people clearly form.
Dimensional representations are a means of addressing essentially that problem which have a long history in psychology. The simplest version, which describes emotion in terms of valence and arousal, was imported into technological research early (Cowie et al. 2001) . One of its attractions is that it provides a reasonable way of capturing the colouring that people perceive in moderately emotional interactions (Cowie & Cornelius 2003) . Fuller dimensional schemes have emerged more recently, notably the one due to Fontaine et al. (2007) , which adds a dimension related to power and one related to predictability.
There are some indications that dimensional schemes are more than a pragmatic way of summarizing information that perceptual systems make available. In studies where people rate recordings of emotional displays in terms of either valence and arousal (Cowie & Cornelius 2003) or the fuller Fontaine set (Devillers et al. 2006) , judges tend to assign dimensional descriptions more reliably than categorical, suggesting that the dimensional judgements are not derived from more basic categorical assignments.
Another option is to propose that perceiving another person's emotion amounts to perceiving the appraisals that he or she forms. The idea is attractive because of appraisal theory's logical elegance, and it would be more so if, as has been argued, the signs provided by facial expressions reflect elements of appraisal more directly than holistic emotion categories (Wehrle et al. 2000) . Considering its attractions, there is surprisingly little empirical work on the idea. But when observers have been asked to rate appraisalrelated states in other people from audiovisual recordings, agreement was relatively low (Devillers et al. 2006) .
A radically different option proposes that embodiment is fundamental to the perception of emotion: to perceive an emotion is to some extent to re-enact it (Niedenthal et al. 2005) . There is certainly evidence of interactions between the perceiver's bodily state and the perception of emotion; the issue is whether bodily states affect the perception of emotion or constitute it. Similar issues have not been easy to resolve in related areas (Moore 2007) , and they are not likely to be easily resolved in the context of emotion. A related, but distinct, point is that people may act in response to cues that they have not consciously registered. Hence guidance of action should be counted among the possible outputs of emotion-related perceptual systems.
Although the options outlined above are different in many ways, there is an important common thread. All of the representations involve multiple elements that vary over time. The output of emotion perception can therefore be visualized as a family of 'traces' that fluctuate over time. The HUMAINE database (Douglas- Cowie et al. 2007 ) provides a concrete illustration of the way a set of time-varying traces might capture the perceived emotional content of emotionally coloured situations.
Trace-like representations apply most naturally to feeling-like elements of emotion. It would be natural to call them affective if the term were not used in so many other ways. Elements with closer links to cognition are also important, though.
The most basic is what philosophical accounts call the object of emotion. Not all emotion-related states have objects (mood is generally thought not to), but it would seem eccentric to say that the perception of emotion includes registering (for instance) that a person is angry, but not whether the anger is directed at the perceiver or something else.
The concept of active perception is well established in other areas, and it seems highly relevant to emotion. It is very common for the immediate outcome of perception to be uncertainty that prompts a question designed to clarify how the person is.
Last but not least, choosing appropriate words to describe emotions is often an important part of the process. It is a highly complex one, which is clearly dependent on culture, and involves judgements about causes, perceptions, justifications, entitlement and so on (Cowie 2005) . It should no more be equated with the whole of emotion perception than colour naming is equated with colour perception.
Many of the issues raised in this section have been addressed from a technological standpoint by a W3C incubator group seeking to develop a standard motion markup language, known as EmotionML (Schroeder 2008) . In effect, what the project offers is formalism for capturing the output of a competent emotion perception system.
Work on the issues considered in this section is ongoing. However, it suggests an image of emotion perception that is far removed from the image implicit in classical experimental research. What emotion perception does in natural contexts is to construct a multi-dimensional, time-varying stream that is attuned to events both within and around the person perceived, and affects both awareness and action. The means by which that is achieved clearly cannot be quite like those that were envisaged by classical experimental research.
(c) What are the cues? Questions about relevant cues are quite open in all modalities. Different groups favour different sets, and consensus is slow to develop because comparison is difficult. The point is illustrated by the CEICES project, in which teams deliberately ensured that their work on speech could be compared (Batliner et al. 2006) . Even there, the teams have continued to favour substantially different methodologies.
In that context, it would be wrong to make strong or specific claims about the state of the art. Hence the section aims to pick out issues that are intellectually interesting and which impact on the way we think about recognizing emotion, rather than to summarize the technology.
(i) Speech Two things are striking in contemporary approaches to recognizing emotion from speech. The first is the shift from acted corpora towards natural sources. The second is the number of features considered. Classical experimental papers consider small numbers of features-34 features in Banse & Scherer's (1996) study and 14 in Juslin & Laukka's (2003) review. It is commonplace for contemporary papers to consider thousands of features.
If it is the case that the number of features relevant to perceiving is substantial, then two broad types of interpretations are natural.
One is suggested by evidence that emotional passages of speech are much more likely to be rated as degraded communication than non-emotional passages from the same interactions (Cowie & Cornelius 2003) . Many of the features associated with emotional speech may essentially reflect impaired control of the complex processes involved in fluent speech production, resulting breakdowns and simplifications that can take a virtually limitless variety of forms. This is consistent with the description of a moderately large feature set provided by Cowie & Douglas-Cowie (2009) . The features associated with emotion depend on speaker gender, length of utterance and person judging, suggesting a rather anarchic process.
The second is that the features amount in effect to a dense picture of some underlying setting-more akin to a picture than to a list of discrete attributes. That is consistent with the observation by Schuller et al. (2009) that information seems to be concentrated in spectral features (in contrast with an emphasis on pitch and intensity in early research).
Both may well be partially true if there are differences in the way different levels of emotion are signalled. The Schuller study considered simulated intense emotions. It is not surprising that spectral parameters are important in that context given the link between them and changes of tension and setting in the vocal tract. The Cowie studies used naturalistic material, with moderate levels of emotion predominating.
A wide range of more specific ideas is being explored. There are now systems that track speech through a space with three dimensions (valence, arousal and time), exploiting constraints on expected rate of change (Wollmer et al. 2008) . Predictably, arousal is easier to track than activation. Voice quality is still elusive, with evidence both for and against its contribution (Schuller et al. 2009 ). Linguistically motivated descriptions of intonation have been incorporated into analysis, but seem not to enhance recognition (Batliner et al. 2006) .
(ii) Face Contemporary research highlights at least three major shifts in thinking about the perception of emotion from facial expression.
The first shift is engaging with the facial patterns produced during dynamic expression of emotion. Scherer & Ellgring (2007a) coded the facial actions used by actors simulating strong emotions. They concluded: 'We do not find any complete or full prototypical patterns for basic emotions ' (p. 126) . Instead, the data showed many activations of one or a few action units. That suggests perception cannot rely on distinctive local patterns: it must integrate information across multiple times and/or multiple modalities.
The second shift is engaging with naturalistic data. McRorie & Sneddon (2007) compared sequences from an acted database with sequences from naturalistic recordings of strong emotions. Raters examined individual frames (in random order), and rated the emotion conveyed by each. Frame-to-frame change in rated emotion was then derived. It was much greater in the naturalistic material. Impressionistically, that
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The third shift is engaging with moderate emotional colouring. Classical research found mixed evidence for timing effects, but that changes when the emotions are moderate. Ambadar et al. (2005) showed robust effects of movement for the identification of subtle emotions: expressions that were not identifiable in static presentations were clearly apparent in dynamic displays.
A final shift involves the FACS system. It has clear advantages over methods based on direct matching to a few global templates, but it also has problematic features. On the one hand, it is designed for extreme expressions and is difficult to apply to moderate emotional colouring: on the other hand, it forces systems to locate points precisely when information seems to be available at a coarse level (Tian et al. 2005) . There are a few obvious alternatives, but good reasons to look for candidates.
In summary, it seems increasingly likely that classical analyses of facial expression apply neatly to selected ideal cases, but bypass problems that are central to dealing with the variety and indefiniteness of everyday life. Patterns distributed across time and modality need to be found and disentangled, and that is a major challenge.
(iii) Gesture Computational research on gesture and emotion is very active and very diverse. It deals with phenomena from subtle finger movements to dancing; it considers both how they can be detected and the perceptual effect of synthesizing them; techniques of analysis range from precise recovery of local structure to global flow; and the techniques used to describe a particular kind of gesture for the purpose of synthesis often bear strikingly little relationship to those used in the context of detection. A brief comment on that kind of field must necessarily be highly selective.
An issue that is particularly interesting arises from synthesis. Refining gesture is regarded as a way to overcome a cluster of issues related to naturalness, 'stiffness' and responsiveness. For instance, humans exhibit 'idle movement' even when they are standing on a single spot. Agents with no idle movement give a disconcertingly 'wooden' effect. Genuine smiles tend to be accompanied by head and shoulder movements (Valstar et al. 2007) , and agents that smile without those movements have a similar effect. Various gestures-notably smiles and head nods-play an important part in backchannelling during a conversation (Heylen et al. 2007) , and it has been argued that the lack of backchannelling contributes to the difficulty of sustaining interaction with synthesized agents.
These effects expose an aspect of perception that is normally taken for granted. Human emotional engagement depends on perceiving not only what the other party's emotional state is but also that the other party is engaging emotionally. When agents are unable to give cues that signify engagement, emotion can be identified, but emotional rapport cannot be built. If that is correct, then perceiving those cues is a non-trivial part of emotional life.
One of the keys to exploring these issues is an agent with the ability either to display or to omit the relevant responses, singly or in combination. Schroeder et al. (2008) have reported work towards that.
(iv) Multi-modality Multi-modality has become increasingly central to the domain, but the situation is not straightforward. Computational research concluded quickly that audio and facial expressions presented complementary information (Busso et al. 2004 ). However, Scherer & Ellgring (2007b) , analysing a substantial multi-modal database, found rather few multi-modal patterns (notably high vocal arousal accompanied by stretching of the mouth and arms: and low vocal arousal accompanied by slumped upper body, eyelid droop and back of the hands pointing forward).
All of the studies reported above used acted data. Naturalistic data raises different issues. In a study using the Belfast Naturalistic Database, five raters judged how concordant or discordant audio and visual indicators were. Perfect concordance was very rare, apparently because different channels expressed different aspects of the person's emotional statuspositive towards the interlocutor and negative about the events being described. The most marked divergence occurred where raters with access to all the modalities identified the dominant emotion as anger.
Rather surprisingly, all of the research points to the same conclusion. Different modalities do tend to complement each other. In acted data, they offer different components of a vector that points to a single conclusion. In naturalistic data, they are likely to reflect different aspects of the way people react to their situation. In either case, perceptual processes are systematically sensitive to information in multiple modalities.
(v) Context Computational research has developed appealing models of the way context might contribute to emotion perception. For example, Conati (2002) has described techniques where a probabilistic model assesses affect by integrating evidence from two sources: on the one hand, both possible causes of emotion (i.e. the state of the interaction); and on the other hand, signs that are expected to be influenced by emotional reactions.
That kind of model raises two kinds of questions for experimental work. One is how context affects classification of emotions subtler than the prototypical categories that dominated classical experimental research. The other is how perceivers identify the object of an emotion. The only obvious options involve observing context and understanding speech. Identifying the object was rarely a central topic in experimental research, but as noted earlier, distinguishing between 'angry with me' and 'angry with my assailant' is not a minor issue.
A second type of context effect was highlighted by Cauldwell (2000) . He showed that the same speech sample evoked reliable impressions of anger in isolation, but was judged neutral in a context that allowed listeners to attune to the speaker's habitual settings. Adaptation to speaker characteristics is a major challenge both for pure science and for technology.
(vi) Hypotheses about mechanisms Initially, technological research explored various types of classification rules. Interesting lines of division have emerged gradually. There is support for rules based on decision trees, but it seems limited. Bayesian rules attract more interest, partly because they appear to model other perceptual phenomena well. There is also widespread interest in those techniques that take into account time, including Hidden Markov Models and recurrent neural nets.
Among the highest profile issues is whether to use early or late fusion for multi-modal inputs. There is evidence that late fusion has advantages technologically (Valstar et al. 2007) . That meshes reassuringly with familiar observation. People can and do register that a person's face is telling one emotional story, but his or her voice is telling another. However, everyday observation also warns us that people do not always notice the telltale discrepancy. In addressing that kind of observation, technological research is making its way back to issues at the heart of the impressionistic style.
HOW DO WE UNDERSTAND THE TASK?
There is a saying that 'Fish will be the last to discover water'. Ongoing, fluent responsiveness to emotional colouring in other people's expressions and actions is so fundamental to human life that it is very easy to take it for granted. Research has shifted that stance gradually. It began by indicating how the perception of emotion could be improved, and then moved to examine how the ordinary person identified sharply distinct cases. The theme of this paper has been that technological research opens the way for a third reassessment, by trying to match what people do without conscious effort, and sometimes without conscious awareness.
No doubt others will disagree with the way that this paper has drawn the shape of the field. But there is a clear need to mark out the shape of the field, and provoking others to do a better job is not a trivial contribution.
